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Abstract—Modelling of switching pulse width modulated phase-shifted full-bridge zero voltage converter is
highly challenging due to several transitional stages involved in a complete switching cycle. The circuit averaging
technique has been favored in the past three decades considering phase-shifted full-bridge converter as a buckderived converter. This modelling approach requires several assumptions that include zero equivalent series
resistance of output capacitor, zero leakage inductance and unity transformer turn ratio which results in a less
accurate system dynamics. In this paper, a system identification approach is proposed for obtaining a more
accurate model of phase-shifted full-bridge PWM switching converter using the input-output test data. The
model parameter estimation is implemented in Simulink environment incorporating all circuit parasitic
parameters and the resulting system’s frequency response shows a good agreement when compared with
reported measured response.
Keywords— System identification; Full-bridge converter; Zero voltage switching; Transfer function; Recursive
least square.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The dynamic model of a system is an important prerequisite for effective model-based
controller design. It enables design engineers to predict system stability merging and
transient response to perturbation. The model of a system can be obtained from mathematical
relations using the first principle or from experimental data using system identification
techniques [1, 2]. System modelling from the first principle approach requires some level of
assumption to avoid complex relation if all system variables are to be considered in a
multiphase system. On the other hand, the system identification process involves the use of
system measured data to determine or estimate the dynamic model. The later approach offers
a simplified alternative approach for constructing or estimating a system model. The system
identification technique found its application in adaptive or predictive control of nonlinear
systems, fault detection, online and offline model of complex process and time-variant
systems such as switching mode power converters [3, 4].
Switch-mode power converters exhibit time-variant dynamics due to the non-linear
behaviour of switching element that constitutes a major component of the system. As
reported in several literatures, the linear continuous time-invariant model has been widely
used to represent switching mode power converter dynamics owing to the simplicity of
analysis [1, 2]. The two common approaches for small-signal analysis of pulse width
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modulation (PWM) converter are the circuit averaging technique and state-space averaging
technique (SSA) [5-8]. Several switched mode power converter topologies are used for power
conversion in renewable energy systems’ applications, but the advantage of high power
handling capability makes the zero voltage switching full bridge DC-DC converter topology
most suitable for high-power applications [9, 10]. Considering the stages involved in a
complete switching cycle of phase-shifted (PS) full-bridge (FB) zero-voltage switching (ZVS)
DC-DC converter, it is difficult to derive a meaningful model with state-space averaging
technique and this makes the circuit averaging technique a better choice and most widely
used method. The averaged circuit model of PS-FB ZVS converter was first proposed by
Vlatkovic et al. [11] and it has since been widely adopted by many authors. Recently, an
enhanced model with less number of assumptions was presented in [12] with special
consideration for system parasitic to account for losses in the system. A transient and small
signal analysis of zero-voltage-switched phase-controlled PWM converter based on averaged
switched circuit was proposed in [13]. The model derivation was based on the three-terminal
averaged PWM switched model developed by Vorpérian [14] with some assumption on
parasitic circuit elements. Schutten et al. also proposed a closed-form cycle-by-cycle analysis
of ZVS PS-FB converter’s small-signal model based on unconventional averaging technique
using discretely sampled data [15]. The laborious mathematical derivation involved makes
the analysis a bit complex and the resulting model is considered to have equivalent results as
the most available simplified models.
Obtaining zero voltage switching PS-FB DC-DC converter model from the first principle
involves several assumptions and the resulting model does not always represent the true
system dynamics. The system identification technique is considered a better alternative
approach to model PWM converter with proper account for circuit parasitic effect on the
system behaviour. The switching power converters are generally characteristics with
nonlinear behaviour due to the presences of switches such as MOSFETs, IGBTs and
transistors with inherent parasitic that affects the system dynamics under different switching
and loading conditions [16]. Obtaining the system’s model using averaging or state space
techniques from the small signal analysis cannot account for the system total dynamics over
the operational condition of load changes. The system identification approach allows for a
more accurate model where all the components parasitic parameters are easily modelled into
the system prior to data collection for the system model estimation. The resulting accurate
model will ensure improved system dynamic performance and also aid proper controller
design for good system stability to a wide input range and rapid load changes during
operation.
The system identification process involves the use of system input-output measured
data to determine the system dynamic model. The major part of system identification process
is the model parameter estimation. Several adaptations and filtering algorithms have been
developed for system model parameter estimate including the popular least square means
(LSM), normalized least-square means (NLSM), and the recursive least square (RLS)
algorithm [17-22]. These algorithms have been widely applied for both offline and online
parameter estimation of DC-DC converters for designing fixed and adaptive gain controller
design to achieve tight output voltage regulation [23, 24]. Among these adaptive filter
algorithm, the RLS is considered as one of the most widely used methods in system
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identification and signal processing due to fast convergence rate and good accuracy [25, 26].
The RLS - like other adaptive filtering algorithms- computes the model parameter through
iterative process that repeatedly finds coefficients that minimize the quadratic cost function of
the predicted model error. The RLS adaptation algorithm employs batch process based on
least square (LS) algorithm which ensures that the sum of the squares of the difference
between the actual and the computed values multiply by a cost function is minimal [27].
In this work, system identification approach is used to estimate the model parameters of
a PS-FB ZVS DC-DC converter. A 3 kW DC-DC converter is designed and modelled in
MATLAB/Simulink environment for obtaining the system input-output voltage data. The
obtained data is in turn used to estimate the parameters of different selected model structure
based on the RLS algorithm. The use of RLS algorithm for the model parameter estimation
offers an easy approach for obtaining a more accurate model of the system with no circuit
parasitic assumption since all parasitic elements are part of the built system for data
collection. The resulting model captures the effect of the parasitic elements on the system
dynamics which is prerequisite for effective controller design for the converter closed-loop
voltage regulation to line-load changes.
2.

PHASE SHIFTED FULL-BRIDGE DC-DC CONVERTER MODELLING

A PS FB PWM DC-DC converter is an isolated converter, widely used in high voltage,
high power applications. It is a buck-derived converter consisting of H-bridge two pair
switching legs, isolated transformer, secondary rectifier, and output low pass filter. Fig. 1(a)
shows the topology of the FB converter and Fig. 1(b) shows the waveforms of each of the
basic transformer primary voltage VAB , primary current I P , and the secondary voltage Vs .
The detail steady-state analysis, design and the circuit operation has been presented in
[28, 29]. The steady-state circuit analysis of the DC-DC converter shows that the duty cycle
modulation depends on the secondary transformer voltage, primary duty cycle, leakage
inductance, output filter inductor current, input voltage, and the switching frequency.
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Fig. 1. a) FB converter topology; b) ZVS PS-FB converter waveform.

2.1.

System Identification

System identification process involves data gathering, model estimation after the
selection of model structure and model validation with independent data [30, 31]. In this
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investigation, the PS-FB DC-DC converter small signal model was obtained through
parametric identification from the acquired system input-output data. The process starts with
the collection of sets of input-output voltage data of the converter as implemented in the
MATLAB/Simulink environment. The data were then used to estimate the plant control-tooutput transfer function and the frequency response shows good agreement with that of a
recently published measured response. The block diagram in Fig. 2 shows the system
identification process with the plant (unknown system) and model structure having the same
voltage signal input u (t ) and the resulting error is minimized by RLS adaptive filter. The
main objective of the tuning algorithm is to ensure that the unknown system output is close to
the model output as much as possible. If there is high disparity, the model parameters are
continually updated until the best fit for the model structure is obtained. Having a high
percentage model fit for a specified model structure might not necessarily represent the best
fit but increases the ability of the model to repeat the degree of fitness after a series of tests
with independent data sets.

u(t )
Unknown system

yˆ (t )
Model structure

RLS




e(t )

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the system identification process.

The RLS is considered as one of the most widely used adaptive algorithms in system
identification and signal processing due to the advantages of fast convergence rate and high
estimation accuracy [25]. Although the RLS algorithm has fast convergence rate, there is an
issue on high computation complexity due to matrix inversion involvement and hence
different methods have been proposed to reduce the computational complexity such as matrix
inversion lemma. The unknown model parameter is determined by the least square algorithm
that recursively finds the weighting factor that minimizes the prediction error of the quadratic
function. The following equations summarise the RLS algorithm for the model parameter
estimation.
The RLS algorithm estimates systems using the batch process that depends on the LS
estimation. The objective of LS is to ensure that sum of the squares of the differences (error)
between the actual (observed) values and the computed value (model) multiplied by a
function is minimal. For a given linear system, the observed parameter y(t ) can be expressed
as:

y(t )  11  22  .......nn
where 1..........,n are known functions and 1..........,n are the actual model parameters.

(1)
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Eq. (1) can be expressed in vectoral form as:

y(i)   (i)
T

(2)

The LS objective is to estimate the unknown parameter  such that the computed output
yˆ(i)   T (i) is close to the observed output y(i) in the least square sense, such that the

following cost function J ( , t ) is minimized
2

t

J ( , t )   [ y (i )   (i ) ]
T

(3)

i 1

in order to obtain the minimum value,

J ( , t )
0


The LS estimated parameter is obtained as:
1

 t
  t

ˆ     (i ) T (i )]   (i ) y (i ) 
 i 1
  i 1

 t

If P(t )    (i) T (i )]
 i 1


Then, ˆ(t )  P(t )

(4)

1

t

 (i) y(i)
i 1

and, the LS estimated parameter solution is given by:
ˆ(t )  ˆ(t  1)  P(t ) (t )[ y(t )   T (t )ˆ(t  1)]

(5)

From Eq. (5), the estimated parameter ˆ(t ) depends on the previous estimated ˆ(t  1)
T
plus the correction term P(t ) (t )[ y(t )   (t )ˆ(t  1)] . The P(t ) (t ) is the estimator gain k (t )

that determines how the current prediction error affects the update of the parameter estimate
T
and the term y(t )   (t )ˆ(t  1) is the prediction error  (t ) .
2.2.

Converter Model Parameter Estimation

A 3 kW PS-FB ZVS DC-DC converter was designed and modelled in Simulink
environment to test data collection. The converter was designed for 40% zero-voltage
switching range and the waveform is first investigated to confirm the operational suitability
of the converter for model data collection. The Simulink model of the converter incorporated
circuit parasitic to cater for losses during circuit operation. The MOSFET on-resistance (Ron),
inductor internal resistance (rL), capacitance equivalent resistance (ESRo), and real transformer
turn ratio are all modelled as part of the system based on the design specifications provided
in Table 1. The steady-state parameters and design calculations are detailed in [29].
The input-output voltage measurement of the converter is used to obtain the dynamic
model through the system identification approach. Arbitrary voltage within the designed
supply voltage range of 36V~ 60V under full load condition was provided to the system and
the corresponding output voltage were recorded. Following the acquisition of the converter
input-output operational voltages, the model structure is selected for parameters estimation
based on the RLS algorithm as described in subsection 2.1.
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Table 1. Converter specifications.

Parameter
Nominal input voltage ( Vin )
Source voltage range
Output voltage ( Vo )
Load voltage ripple ( Vr )
Load current ( I o )
Load current ripple

Value
48 V
(36~60) V
400 V
1V
7.5 A
1.5 A

Switching frequency ( f s )

100 kHz

Load resistance ( RL )

53.33 Ω

MOSFET on-resistance ( Ron )

37 mΩ

Capacitance equivalent resistance ( rC )

20 mΩ

Inductor internal resistance ( rL )
Transformer turn ratio (n)

10 mΩ
1:14

A general representation of linear time-invariant transfer function is presented in
Eq. (6). The selection of model structure in this work was informed by the earlier presented
enhanced model transfer function in which the converter model is second order with 1-zero
arising from the equivalent series resistance (ESRo) of the output filter capacitor [12]. The
consistency and suitability of the model structure is verified by testing for higher-order
structure up to fourth-order and by using other independent input-output open-loop test data
of the converter.

Yˆ ( s) bo s n  b1s n 1  .........bn 1s  bn

U ( s) s n  a1s n 1  ..........an 1s  an

(6)

The converter model parameters’ estimation was carried out in MATLAB/Simulink
environment using system Identification toolbox. The open-loop test data was imported to the
tool-box and pre-processed by detrending the data offset before the RLS algorithm is used to
estimate the system transfer function. The parameters estimation is carried out for four
different models’ structures using same plant data; tf1 (1-pole, no-zeros), tf2 (1-pole, 1-zero),
tf3 (2-poles, 1-zeros), tf4 (3-poles, 1-zero) and were found to have 96.57%, 98.55%, 99%,
98.56% best fits, respectively as presented in the results section. The obtained model is
validated with two other independent data sets before analysing it in both time and frequency
domains to justify the model accuracy for effective controller design.
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1.

Performance of the PS-FB DC-DC Converter

The PS-FB DC-DC ZVS converter performance was investigated for different loading
conditions. The results for soft switching range focusing on both full load conditions, are
provided as follows: the ZVS PS-FB DC-DC converter simulation results including
transformer primary and secondary voltage-current waveform, are presented in Fig. 3(a) and
3(b). In Fig. 3(a), the H-bridge inverter voltage switches between Vdc (48V) and Vdc (-48V)
and the primary current ( I P ) (red) flow in a positive direction to reach the reflected inductor
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output current (nLo ) when diagonal switches S1 and S4 are in the on-state condition. Also,
the current flow in a negative direction when the diagonal switches S2 and S3 are in on-state

Voltage [V], Current [A]

completing a full switching cycle.

Time [s]

Voltage [V], Current [A]

(a)

Time [s]
(b)

Fig. 3. Transformer’s voltage-current waveforms: a) primary voltage- current waveform; b) secondary voltagecurrent waveform.

Current [A]

The output inductor current ripple is designed for 1.5 A for continuous conduction
operation and this can be observed from the load current waveform presented in Fig. 4 with
an average peak value of about 7.5 A as expected under full rated load.

Time [s]
Fig. 4. Load current waveform.
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The voltage and current switching waveforms for both leading leg switch S2 and
lagging leg S4 of the H-inverter are presented in Fig. 5(a) and (b). Fig. 5 (a), as well as

Voltage [V], Current [A]

Fig. 5 (b), show that the drain-source voltage (VDS) is at zero before the gate-source voltage
(VGS) starts rising confirming the zero-voltage switching condition during the turn-on
transition of MOSFET. When the snubber capacitance (CGS) is completely discharged from VDS
to 0 V, the MOSFET body diode starts to conduct and put it in on-state with zero voltage
switching transition, and this drastically reduces the switching losses. Both MOSFET switches
S2 and S4 waveform from each leg show that the MOSFET conveniently achieved ZVS.

Time [s]

Voltage [V], Current [A]

(a)

Time [s]
(b)

Fig. 5. Switching waveform for: a) leading leg switch S2; b) lagging leg switch S4.

3.2.

Converter Input-Output Voltage Response

Test measurements were conducted on the converter to obtain the input-output voltage
data using the same sampling frequency as the simulation step-time. The converter voltage
measurement data sets - that include the model data and two validation data - are plotted in
Figs. 6-8 respectively. The converter model data presented in Fig. 6 is used for estimating the
converter model parameters for 4 different model structures appearing in Table 2.
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Input voltage [V]

Time [s]

Time [s]
Fig. 6. Converter input-output voltage - model data.
Table 2. Converter identified parameters.

Parameters

Estimated value tf1

Estimated value tf2
4

Estimated value tf3

Estimated value tf4

8593

1.537e4

a1

5534

1.497e

a2

-

8.854e7

4.393e7

9.02e7

a3

-

-

-

1.407e10

bo

-

-

1.283e4

7.39e8

b1

4.663e4

7.458e8

3.697e8

1.186e11

Output voltage [V]

To ascertain the accuracy and robustness of the DC-DC converter dynamic model
structure, the other two independent validation test data shown in Figs. 7 and 8 were used for
the model validation.

Input voltage [V]

Time [s]

Time [s]
Fig. 7. Converter validation data 1.
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Output voltage [V]
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Input voltage [V]

Time [s]

Time [s]
Fig. 8. Converter validation data 2.

3.3.

Estimated Converter Model Parameters

The DC-DC converters generally exhibit nonlinear behaviour due to the dynamic nature
of basic element which is the switches. Switching devices such as MOSFET have parasitic
capacitance that affects their behaviour and limits their operating frequency. This effect
requires the converter model to be very accurate to capture this phenomenon to aid any
effective model-based controller design. In this study, a system identification approach has
been used to model the PS-FB ZVS converter and the model parameters are presented in this
subsection. Four model structures were selected to obtain the converter transfer function and
the estimated parameters for each of the selected structure is presented in Table 2. The model
structure has a varying number of Zeros and Poles assigned tf1, tf2, tf3, and tf4. Also, Table 3
presents the control-to-output transfer function (Gvd ) of the DC-DC converter as obtained
from the system identification approach with the summary of percentage fit when tested with
the validation data.
Table 3. Transfer function and model fit for the selected mode structures.

Transfer function

Model [%]

Val-1 fit [%]

Val-2 fit [%]

96.57

92.98

95.67

98.55

94.29

96.02

99

95.65

96.36

98.56

94.72

96.22

4

tf1
tf2
tf3
tf4

4.663e
s  5534
7.458e8
s 2  1.497e4 s  8.854e7
1.283e4 s  3.697e8
s 2  8593s  4.393e7
7.39e8 s  1.186e11
s 3  1.537e4 s 2  9.02e7 s  1.407e10
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The tf1 is a first-order model with 1-pole and has a model fit of 96.56%. The second
selected structure tf2 is a second-order model with 2-poles and no zero having a 98.55%
model fit as presented in Table 3. The tf3 is also a second order system of 2-poles and 1-zero
to carter for the output capacitor zero and the model has 99% fit. The tf4 is a third-order
function with 3-poles and 1-zero used as a test to verify if higher-order will provide a better
model fit for the system. It was found that the model fit is 98.56% which is slightly lower than
99% fit obtained for tf3.
The second-order model tf3 with 2-poles, 1-zeros has the best model fit and was able to
repeat the system behaviour with 95.65% and 96.36% fits when tested with independent
validation data-1 and data-2 respectively. This was higher than the model fit returned by
remaining model structures, with the next highest value of 94.72% for validation test data-1
and 96.22% for validation data-2 obtained from tf4. The second-order model tf3 having
highest model fit with test data shows that most of the complex and nonlinear system such as
PWM switching converter can be modelled as a second order system. The transfer function
for all the model structure presented in Table 3, column 2 shows that all the systems poles are
on the left-hand plan confirming that the Simulink model converter is stable under open-loop
operation.
The selected model structure tf1, tf2, tf3, and tf4 were further analysed in the frequency
domain to confirm their stability and correlation with the mathematical model recently
published in [12]. As observed in the model frequency response plotted in Fig. 9(a), the tf3
bode plot has an infinite gain and 60.6º phase margin at 3.44 kHz crossover frequency
showing good stability. The tf3 frequency response is similar to the enhanced model of ZVS
PS-FB DC-DC converter recently proposed by Di Capua et al. [12] and this confirms the
accuracy of the obtained converter model. Particularly, there is good agreement between the
frequency response of the converter model obtained using identification modelling approach
and that of the enhanced mathematical dynamic model presented by Di Capua et al. [12] as
presented in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. a) Obtained converter control-to-output transfer function (tf3); b) measured control-to-output transfer
function [6].
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CONCLUSIONS

A system identification approach was proposed for obtaining an accurate model of
phase-shifted full-bridge ZVS DC-DC converter. The approach provided an alternative to the
rigorous and complex mathematics involve when using first principle approach if all
switching transitional stages of the converter are to be considered. The circuit parasitic that
plays a key role in the system dynamic performance was given adequate consideration using
system identification method which resulted in a more accurate model for effective controller
design to deliver tight output voltage regulation. Comparing the model frequency response
with other published mathematical and measured values confirmed the model accuracy and
suitability. The result also shows that higher-order model does not necessarily represent the
best system dynamic fit of a system as observed between second-order tf3 which produced a
slightly better model fit on the validation data compared to third-order tf4.
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